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Introduction
Bending stress evaluation in modern gear

design is generally based on the more-than-one-
hundred-year-old Lewis equation. This equation,
applied with the stress concentration factor Kf,
defines the bending stress geometry factor J for
traditionally designed standard or close-to-stan-
dard gears. The stress concentration factor Kf is
defined from photoelastic experiments (Ref. 1)
for rack-generated gears with standard tooth pro-
file proportions. 

The Direct Gear Design method (Ref. 2) is not
constrained by a choice of gear tooth profiles

based on standard tool parameters and uses non-
standard tooth shapes to provide required perform-
ance for a particular custom application. This
makes finite element analysis (FEA) more prefer-
able than the Lewis equation for bending stress
definition. This paper does not describe the FEA
application for comprehensive stress analysis of
the gear teeth. It presents the engineering method
for bending stress balance and minimization.

Tooth Modeling
The Direct Gear Design method defines

parameters of the gear mesh to provide complete
geometry of the involute profile of the teeth,
including the base diameter, form diameter, out-
side diameter, tooth thickness, tip radii, etc. The
fillet profile initially is defined as a trace of the tip
of the mating gear tooth. This kind of fillet profile
is used for plastic molded gears (Ref. 3).

The 2-D FEA model in Figure 1a presents a
gear tooth profile that is limited from the sides and
bottom by a constrained border with stationary
nodes. All other nodes on the tooth profile and
inside the tooth contour are movable. The fillet
portion of the tooth profile (where maximum
bending stress is expected) has equally spaced
nodes with higher density (number of nodes per
unit of profile length) than the rest of the tooth
profile. The nodes on the involute profiles and the
top land are located to have higher density close to
the fillets and lower density in the top part of the
tooth. The number of tooth profile nodes and the
node density coefficient (ratio of the fillet profile
node density to an average node density of the
involute and top land profiles of the tooth) are
selected. Fewer tooth profile nodes and lower node
density coefficients yield less accurate stress calcu-
lations. Selection of larger numbers of tooth profile
nodes and high node density coefficients provides
a more accurate result, but increases calculation
time. In most cases, 80–100 tooth profile nodes and
node density coefficients of 1.75–2.5 were used.

The tooth load distribution problem is consid-
ered to define a value, a set of application point
coordinates, and the direction of the force result-
ing in maximum bending stress. The friction
effect at the contact point has been ignored. The
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Fig. 1—The FEA gear tooth model: a) FEA mesh, b) stress isograms.

aw center distance
b face width
Ctt tooth thickness ratio
bl operating backlash
da outside circle diameter
dr root circle diameter
J bending stress geometry factor
kb bending stress balance coefficient
Kf stress concentration factor
ro operating pitch diameter runout
S bending stresses
Sw operating pitch diameter tooth thickness
T torque
αw operating pressure angle
δaw center distance variation
δS balance tolerance
∆da outside circle diameter tolerance
∆dr root circle diameter tolerance
∆Swp tooth thickness tolerance

Subscript
1 pinion
2 gear
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load application point typically does not exactly
match with a tooth profile node. It is replaced by
a pair of forces that are applied to the two closest
nodes above and below the load application point
(Fig. 1a). The combined load value of those
forces equals an initial load and distributed rever-
sal proportional to the distances between the
nodes and the load application point.

The automatically generated FEA mesh and
bending stress isograms are shown in Figures 1a
and 1b. 

Bending Stress Balance
The pinion and the gear typically have differ-

ent tooth shapes and face widths, and they could be
made out of different materials or have different
heat treatments, etc. In order to provide equally
strong teeth of the pinion and the gear, their maxi-
mum bending stresses should be balanced. The
balance condition providing equal bending safety
factors for the pinion and the gear is

Smax1 – kb • Smax2 < δs (1)
where
Smax1 and Smax2 are maximum bending stresses in
the fillet area of the pinion and the gear,
kb is the bending stress balance coefficient
reflecting the difference of material properties
(allowable stresses) and the number of tooth load
cycles for the pinion and the gear, and
δs is the permissible balance tolerance (typically
less than 1%).

In order to satisfy the condition of Equation 1,
the bending stress balance FEA program changes
the tooth thickness ratio 

Ctt = Sw1/Sw2 (2)
where
Sw1 and Sw2 are tooth thicknesses on operating
pitch diameters (Fig. 2). 

For gears that are designed using the tradition-
al tool parameter approach, the tooth thicknesses
Sw1 and Sw2 are changed by moving the tooling
rack profile in or out of the center of the gears.
Direct Gear Design changes the tooth thicknesses
Sw1 and Sw2 while keeping certain conditions,
such as the constant tooth top land thicknesses or
the equal maximum specific sliding velocities for
the pinion and the gear, etc. The fillet profiles, in
this case, are still defined as traces of the tips of
the mating gear teeth.

Sometimes the bending stress balance could be
compromised to improve the performance parame-
ters that have higher priority for particular gear
applications (higher efficiency, lower noise, etc.).

Bending Stress Minimization
Bending stress minimization is the result of
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the definition of the fillet profile that provides
minimum bending stress concentration and satis-
fies certain conditions (manufacturability, for
example). There are different solutions to this
problem. They are based on a curve fitting tech-
nique when the trochoid fillet profile, typical for
the rack or mating gear generative method, is
replaced by a parabola, ellipsis, chain line, or
other curve reducing the bending stress. One of
these solutions, using the fitted polynomial curve,
is presented in U.S. Patent #6164880 (Ref. 4).

This paper presents the fillet optimization that
is based on three major components:
• random search method locating fillet points;
• trigonometric functions for fillet profile approx-
imation;
• FEA for stress calculation.

An initial fillet profile is the trace of the mat-
ing gear tooth. This profile is the border limiting
the optimization search area from the top to avoid
interference with the mating gear. The first and
the last fillet points lay on the form diameter cir-
cle and cannot be moved during an optimization
process. The random search method is moving
the fillet nodes (except first and last) along the
beams that pass through the fillet center and the
nodes of the initial fillet profile (see Fig. 3). The
center of the fillet is the center of the best-fitted
circle. The bending stresses are calculated for
every new fillet point’s combination. The pro-
gram analyzes successful and unsuccessful steps,
finding the direction of altering the fillet profile
to reduce the maximum bending stress. The num-
ber of iteration steps (or optimization time) is
limited. Extensive testing of this program
allowed defining the set of random search param-
eters that provides satisfying solutions for all pos-
sible combinations of gear parameters. The ran-
dom nature of this method does not repeatedly give
absolutely identical results for the same set of gear
parameters and number of iteration steps. The pro-
gram was adjusted to provide the maximum bend-
ing stress difference for repeatable calculation not to
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Fig. 2—Bending stress balancing.



exceed 2%. The fillet shapes for these cases are also
slightly different. Optimization of the pinion and the
gear fillet profiles can result in bending stress differ-
ences exceeding the permissible balance tolerance
δs. In this case, the tooth thickness ratio should be
adjusted

Cttopt = Ctt • Smax2/Smax1 (3)
and the optimization process should be repeated. 

Table 1 shows the results of the fillet optimiza-
tion of gears designed by the traditional standard
rack generative method. The generating rack pro-
files with 25° and 28° pressure angles provide a
much lower level of maximum bending stress
compared to the standard 20° generating rack. As
a result, the fillet optimization of the high-pres-
sure-angle gear tooth profiles gives less signifi-
cant relative bending stress reductions than for
standard 20° gear teeth. Figure 4 shows the bend-
ing stress concentration before and after fillet pro-
file optimization. The optimized fillet has a more
even bending stress distribution along its profile
compared to the fillet of the standard rack-gener-
ated gear.

Fillet optimization provides maximum bending
stress reduction for gears with asymmetric teeth
(Refs. 5 and 6) as well.  Optimized asymmetric-
tooth FEA mesh and stress isograms are shown in
Figure 5.

Tolerancing
The bending stress balance and the fillet opti-

mization are calculated for the pair of gears at the
tooth profiles’ maximum material condition and
absolute minimum (counting on maximum gears’
runouts and their misalignments) center distance
in the zero backlash mesh.
The specified center distance is:

awmin = awabs + (ro1 + ro2)/2 + blmin/cos(αwabs) + δaw

awnom = awabs + ∆aw/2 
awmax = awnom + ∆aw/2 (4)

where
awabs is the absolute minimum center distance that
was used for bending stress balance and fillet opti-
mization,
ro1 and ro2 are the operating pitch diameters’
runouts of the pinion and the gear,
blmin is minimum normal operating backlash,
αwabs is the pressure angle that was used for bend-
ing stress balance and fillet optimization,
δaw is the center distance variation related to other
factors, like the maximum tooth alignment varia-
tion (including the shafts’ misalignment), the
bearing radial play, thermal expansion, etc.,
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Fig. 3—Fillet profile optimization; a) random search node locating, b) FEA
mesh around the optimized fillet.

Fig. 4—Bending stress concentration for the balanced, traditionally designed
(standard tool parameters) gear pair. Dashed line is the form circle; dotted line
is the trajectory of the mating gear tooth; thick line is the stress concentration
area; a and b are the 12-tooth pinion profiles before and after optimization,
respectively; c and d are the 41-tooth gear profiles before and after optimization,
respectively.

Fig. 5—FEA mesh and stress isograms for asymmetric tooth.

Table 1—Fillet optimization of standard rack-generated gears.

Pressure angle, o 20 25 28
Diametral Pitch, 1/in. 10 10 10
Addendum, in. 0.1 0.1 0.09
Whole depth, in. 0.22 0.22 0.198
Tool tip radius, in. 0.03 0.03 0.0348
Pinion Torque, in.-lb. 200 200 200

Pinion Gear Pinion Gear Pinion Gear
Number of teeth 12 41 12 41 12 41
Tooth tip radius, in. 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015
Face width, in. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Standard 28,890 20,460 22,930 18,560 20,440 17,080
Balanced 22,180 22,010 19,900 19,800 18,330 18,170
Optimized 16,900 16,870 16,140 16,110 15,820 15,670

Bending
Stress
(psi)

Fillet Centera) b)
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∆aw is the total center distance tolerance.
The tooth parameters’ tolerancing is shown in

Figure 6. 
The minimum material condition tooth thick-

ness at the reference diameter is:
Sw1,2min = Sw1,2max – ∆Swp1,2 (5)

where
Sw1,2max are the maximum material condition tooth
thickness of the pinion or of the gear at the refer-
ence diameter,
∆Swp1,2 is the tooth thickness tolerance.
The minimum material condition root and outside
diameters are:

dr1,2min = dr1,2max – ∆dr1,2 (6)
da1,2min = da1,2max – ∆da1,2 (7)

where
dr1,2max and da1,2max are the maximum material con-
dition root and outside diameters,
∆dr1,2 and ∆da1,2 are the tolerances for root and
outside diameters.

Tool Profile Definition
The gear manufacturing process drives the tool

design first of all. The most common gear manu-
facturing processes are gear machining and gear
forming.

The gear machining process uses the copying
or generating methods. 

The copying gear machining method is used for
milling, fly-cutting, shear-speed cutting, broaching,
and form grinding. The tool profile is identical or
very close to the space profile between neighboring
teeth (for milling and fly-cutting) or the space
around all gear teeth (for shear-speed cutting and
broaching). It allows using the tooth space profile
including the optimized fillet as the tool profile.

The generating gear machining method is used
for hobbing, shaper-cutting, and generative grinding.
The tool profile is not identical to the tooth space
profile and can be defined by the reversed “gear
forms tool” generating method (Fig. 7). The gear
teeth with optimized fillet profile are set in mesh
with a generated tool rack (for hobbing and genera-
tive grinding) or with a generated tool gear (for
shaper-cutting). The tool pressure angle is selected
to provide desirable machining conditions. 

The gear forming process is typical for powder
metal gears, plastic and metal injection molded
gears, forged and extruded gears. The tool cavity
profile (Fig. 8) looks similar to the gear profile, but
it is adjusted for shrinkage. Shrinkage adjustment
depends on the manufacturing method, process
parameters, gear shape and material, etc.

Summary
Direct Gear Design uses FEA for bending stress

evaluation because the Lewis equation and its relat-
ed coefficients do not provide a reliable solution to
the wide variety of non-standard gear tooth profiles
that could be considered. 

Bending stress balance allows equalizing the tooth
strength and durability for the pinion and the gear. 

Optimization of the fillet profile allows reduc-
ing the maximum bending stress in the gear tooth
root area by 10–30%. It works equally well for
both symmetric and asymmetric gear tooth profiles.
The bending stress reduction leads to:
• Size and weight reduction
• Longer life
• Higher load application
• Cost reduction (less expensive materials, heat
treatment, etc.)
• Noise and vibration reduction, increased efficiency
(finer pitch, more teeth will result in higher contact
ratio for the given center distance).

The paper also describes an approach to the tooth
parameters’ tolerancing and tool profile definition. r
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Fig. 8—Molding tool cavity profile
definition; 1—the gear profile, 2—
the cavity profile.

Fig. 6—Tooth parameters’ tolerancing; 1, 2, and 3 are the tooth profiles at max-
imum, nominal, and minimum material conditions.

Fig. 7—Reversed “gear forms tool”
rack-type tool profile generation; 1—
the gear profile, 2— the tool profile.
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